ON PILGRIMAGE WITH MARY WARD APP

It is with great joy that we jointly launch our new On Pilgrimage with Mary Ward App, which covers 7 key destinations of the major Mary Ward pilgrimage in Europe. This App is a new and exciting resource, which can be used freely by all who go on pilgrimage to places associated with the Mary Ward story. It can also be browsed from home, allowing us to become virtual pilgrims, to walk with Mary Ward, to recall her story and to be inspired by her faith and courage.

For those who have not had the opportunity to visit the significant places, the App offers an extraordinary insight into the Mary Ward story. We invite you to use it to go on a virtual pilgrimage, to become a pilgrim in your own home, to accompany Mary Ward on her many journeys, to reflect on important moments in her life and to be encouraged by her story.

For all media enquiries contact: communications@loreto.org.au